
Decision 1-10 .. _ ....... 7 .... 7 .... 6-...7~Q'"'-__ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC urn-ITIES COMMISSION OF mE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation on the Commission's ) 
o~ motion into the operations, ) 
rates, charges, and 'Practices of ) 
KELLY TRUCKINC COMPANY, a· corpora- ) 
tion; and MATICH CORPORATION. ~ 

Case No. 8958 
(Filed September 3, 1969) 

Bric T .. Lodge and C .. Douglas Alford" 
~or Kelly Trucking Company, 
respondent; no appearAnce for 
Matich Co:poration; 

~illiam J .. MeNertney,Counsel, and J .. B .. 
Rannigai;for the Commisston staff. 

OPINION ........ ~-- .... ..-

This investigation is to determine whether respondent 

Kelly Trueking Company (I<elly) has violaeed Section 3737 of the , 

Public Utilities Code in not observing Items 45 and 94 of Minimum 

Rate Tariff No. 7 by (1) failing to pay subhaulers 95 p~rcent of 
. " 

the applicable mintmum rates; (2) failing ~o pay subhaulers wi~hin 

the required period; (3) exceeding the 5 percent allowable de

duction f~om subhaulers by requiring subhaulers to buy fuelfro~ 

Kelly at an excessive markup; (4) charging and collecting .a 

lesser compensation for the transportation of property than the 

charges prescribed by MRT 7; and (5) failing to collect transporta

tion charges within the prescribed credit period. The investiga

tion is also to determine whether Matich Corpor~tion (Matich) paid 

l~ss than the applicable rates ~nd ehar8es for eransportationper

formed by Kelly. Public hearing was held before Examiner Robert 

B:~rnett at San Diego on April 29 and; 30, 1970 • 
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Background 

This cas~ involves fill hauling in dump trucks during 

the construction of a portion of Interstate Highway No. 8 between 

El Centro and Yuma. This particul~r stretch started about 15 

miles east of El Centro and extended easterly for 19.6 miles. 

Matich was the general contractor for this work and Kelly was the 

pri:ne contractor for hauling fill. Kelly employed lS- subhaulers 

p'.us nine of his own tractors. Kelly worked on this job from 

November 25, 1968 until May 8, 1969. The alleged undercharges 

occurred on December 10, 11 ,and 12, 1968-. 

!he subhaul~:rs picked up fill used in the highway con

struction at th~ Ogilby pit, a point which was located 12 miles 

north of Interstate No. 8 and approximately 22' miles from 

Winterhaven toward the east and 60 miles from El Centro toward the 

west. At Ogilby pit Kelly had- installed a ten thousand gallon 

fuel tank plus auxiliary equipment from which truckers obtained 

their diesel fuel. Kelly charged 30¢ a ga.llon for this fuel.,' 

Staff Evidence 

David Grimes testified that from the period 1-7ovembcr' 25" 

1968 through December 20, 1968' he was a subhauler for Kelly on 

the Interstate No. S job; he was told by Forest Webb, Kelly's trucl< 

foreman, that he would have to purchase his fuel at the Ogilby 

pit; he worked for four to five weeks before he found out that 

he w~s to p~y 30~ a gallon fo= the fuel; he has been in the 

'trucking business since 1959 and said it was s-tandard practice· to 
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purchAse fuel from the prime contractor; he worked for Kelly for 

one week in 1967 and at that time he bought fuel from Kelly; on 

other jobs he usually purchased his fuel requirements from the 

Richfield bulk plant in El Centro; Q'UX'ing the time in question 

that plant was charging 25.4¢ a gallon for the same fuel that 

Kelly was selling for 30(: a gallon; he bad a.special key to unlock 

the P'CInlp at the R.ichfield plant at any time of the (fay or night so 

tr~t he could obtain fuel; fuel at Winterhaven cost 27¢ a gallon. 

He testified tha~ it was convenient to· have fuel at the job site 

and all of the truckers obtained their fuel at the job site. Most 

drivers left their tractors at the pit overnight but those who 

needed their tractors for transportation at night took their 

tractors home. He said that it.was not worthwhile' driving !nto 

Winterhaven to obt~in fuel but it would have been convenient to 

drive to El Centro, where he . lived,. to· obtain fuel. Usually,. he 

pa.rked his trucIc at the pit overnight and drove to, El . Centro in 

an automobile with other eruck drivers. 

Paul Schaefer testified that he was a subha~er for 

Kelly on this job. He owned his own bulk storage at Calexico. In 

November 1968 Standard Oil was charging 27¢ a gallon for fuel at 

e.;"lexico and in June of 1969 Richfield was charging 26, .. 1¢ a gallon. 

He fueled at the Ogilby pit four days .a week and., since he took his 

tractor home on the weekends, he fueled at home one day a week .. 

He testified that it was not convenient to go elsewhere from 

Ogilby to fuel. The only close place would have been the se~~ce 

station at Winterhaven bu~ he would have had to pay as ~h as 

Xelly e~rgcd. He was not told that he was requi~ed to buy fuel 

at the pit. 
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........ ~ ... 

Darrell Dugger testified ~hat he was a subhauler for Kelly 

on ~his job. He purchasec1 his fuel at the Ogilby pit anc1 paid 

30¢ a gallon. He didn't know until he was on the job for sixty 

days that the payment was 30¢ a gallon. At the time he coulc1 

have purchased fuel from Richfielc1 for 25.9¢ a gallon. He 

testified Forest Webb had told h~ that he had to buy his fuel at 

Ogilby. He would have liked to have bought his fuel at El Centro 

where he lived and thereby save money on the fuel and travel tfmc. 

He would have taken his tractor home if he was not required to buy 

fuel at Ogilby. His tractor got about six miles to the gallon. 

In the industry it was usual for the prime contractor to charge 

2¢ .a. gallon prem1'tml for providing fuel at ehe job site. 
" 

Bob Marshall testified that he was a subhauler for Kelly 

on this job. He purchased his gas at the Ogilby pit and paid 30¢ 

a gallon. He first knew of the price when he obtained his first 

paycheck in January 1969. At this time fuel at the Richfield 

bulk plant was 25.4¢ a gallon and was increased during the period 

of the job to 25.S¢ a gallon. He was warned by the Richfield bulk 

plant operator at £1 Centro that Kelly wanted all subhaulers to 

buy fuel at the Ogilby pit. He parked at the pit every night 

except Friday when he drove his tractor home. Usually, he was 

about 25 miles from home when he made his last dump. Often he 

had to refuel during the day. It was not convenient to 'buy :C-uel 3'1: 

£l Centro when he had to refuel during the working, day. He got 

about seven miles a gallon in his· tractor. He had a key for the 

pump at the Richfield bulk station. 
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A Commission associate transportation representative 

testified ~hat he headed a nine-man team which investigated the 

Interstate 8 job during December 10, 11, and 12, 1968. Part of 

his investigation was to determine if there were any undercharges. 

To facilitate this determination he set up six stations along the 

d~ route :rom the Ogilby pit to the place of dump and ret~n. 

Ateaeh of these stations he h&d one or more men ttm1ng the trucks 

as they moved through the stations. At the end ~f the day the 
, , 

staff would get together, collate their times, and determine ~hat 

the pro?cr eharges should have been for the t~e worked by the 

drivers. Each morning his staff'had a meeting wh~re they ~ynchro

nizee their watches to assure the accuracy of their ttme cheeks. 

During this three-day period Kelly had 18 truc!~ on the job" all 

subhaulers. 

As part of his investigat1.on he checked Kelly's record's 

for billings and collections. He determined that after the 

twentieth of e~ch month Kelly would compute all caarges since the 

twentieth of the preceding month and bill Matich. Matich in turn 

would bill the California Department of Public Works. Matich 

~ual1y received its funds from the Department by the fifth of the 

month following th~ billing. Matich then processed those funds 

and sent them out to its prime carriers. 'r'ais was usually done 

by ~he fifteenth of the month. Th~ prime carr!ers then paid 

the subhaulers. This procedcre was followed in this cas~ and as 

a res'C.lt all work done between November 25, 1968' and December 

20, 1968 was billed for on Dec:emoer 30,: 1968. Pay:nent for those 
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bills was received by Kelly on January 17, 1969, at which time 

Kelly mailed out cheeks to· all of its subhaulers for their share. 

At that time Kelly had billed Matich $23,244. Kelly deducted from 

the subhaulers' shares trailer rentals, when appropriate, taxes, 

costs of fuel, and 5 percent of the gross as. its service fce. 

The witness tes·tified that he then checked out cost of 

fuel to Kelly and comparable costs in the area. He determined 

that the fuel Kelly sold at the Ogilby pit cost Kelly 24.55¢ per 

gallon. The witness went to the ~ichfield· plant at Ontario and 

was told that Kelly had made arrangements for a ten thousand 

gallon fuel tank and pump to be installed at the Ogilby pit. 

Richfield did not charge Kelly for installing the tank and pump. 

!he ~tness then talked to the Richfield bulk plant manager at 

Zl Centro who told him that he would sell fuel for 25.4¢ a gallon. 

He then went to a MObil Oil station at Winterhaven where the 

owner of the station said that he was selling fuel to truckers 

for 26.9¢ a gallon but in order to get the business on the Inter

state No. 8 job he would sell fuel for 26¢ a gallon. The witness 

then discussed the matter with Mr. Kelly, the president of ~~lly 

Trucking, who said that no pressure was brought to bear on sub

haulers to purchase fuel at the Ogilby pit, the subhaulers pur

chz3ecl the fuel voluntarily. 
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A commission rate expert testified that he had examined 

the freight bills involved in this ease and the time schedules 

prepared by the s'taff on the job site. His analysis of these 

docum~nts led him to the conclusion that for the three-day period 

December 10, 11, and 12 there were undercharges of $306.71. 

Mr. John Lorimer a sales representative of the Atlantic 

Rieh£i~ld Company testified 'that he serviced Kelly's reQuest for 

a ten thousand gallon fuel tank and pump to be installed at the 

Ogilby pit. There was no charge for the installation or removal, 

of this equipment. Fuel was delivered to this installation by 

tank truck from Colton. The witness described the bulk plant at 

El Centro. He said that this plant did not sell to the general 

public or to all truckers. Only tracks who had made prior arrange

metrl:s could obtain fuel at the bulk plant. The bulk plant had .a 

special pump which had twenty-two keys. A trucker who was 

serviced at the plant would be given a key which could be used 

at any time of the day or night to open the pump and obtain =uel. 

There was a gauge which showed how much fuel was eaken. The 

bulk plant was one of two in the Imperial Valley, the other being 

at Brawley. The plant was owned by Richfield, prices were set 

by Richfield, and policy of operation was set by Richfield. 
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William Kelly, president of Kelly l'rucking,testified 

that he has been in business since 1953. His only employee on 

the job during the time in question was Forest Webb his truck 

foreman. There were eighteen subhaulers on this job. He testified 

that his billing procedure was as follows: each day all the 

subhaulers would submit their trip tickets to Mr. Webb who would 

then send them to the company office. On the ewe~tieth of each 

month the bills would be'totaled' and sent to Matich who in turn 

would bill the Department of Public Works. Matich would' get paid 

about the fifth of the following month and in turn would pay Kelly, 

~1ho would then distribute tl'le subhaulers' shares. If Kelly were 

to pay the subhaillcrs within the time limits provided by Item 94 

of MRT 7 he would have had to borrow, at times, as much as $50,000. 

lie testified that he did not instruct any o·f the sub

naulers that they h~d to purchase their fuel requirements 4t the 

Ogi10y pit, nor did he instruct his truck foreman to instruct the 

subl:-..aulcrs. He had to pay a' 5 percent sales tax on the di.fference 

beeween 24.55~ a gallon and 30C a gallon. This raised his out

of-poeket costs of supplying fuel to· 24.82¢ a gallon. He stated 

that he had maintenance on the pump on a daily b~sis and that, he 

hQd overhead connected ~1ith s~plying the fuel. He could not 

break down into specific figures the cost of maintaining the pump 

or the overhead to supply the fuel. He started charging 30¢ a 

gallon for fuel in March or April of 1968. Prior to that he was 

selling fuel at 28¢ a gallon but he decided to ehange'to ~icltfield 

fuel, which cost one cent more than the fuel he had been using, 
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and he added an additional one cent a gallon to cover the general 

rise fn prices. He testified tha~ he never told the manager of the 

Richfield bulk plant at El Centro to warn the subhaulers against 

purchasing fuel from the bulk plant, nor did he authorize anyone to 

make such a sta~ement. In regard to overhead his records show that 

614 gallons of fuel was unaccounted for on the job. He introduced 

bills from subhaulers which' showed that they purchased fuel at the' 

Ogilby pit four days out of five. 

Discussion 

A.. Kelly is accused of violating the Public Utili~ies Code 

by charging and collecting a lesser compensation for the transporta

tion of property than the charges prescribed by the applicable mini

~ rate tariff and by failing to pay subbaulers 95 percent of the 

applicable minimum rates. The' staff fo'tlnd undercharges of $306.71. 

Yatich has already paid this amount and Kelly has agreed to c1istrib'" 

ute 95 percent of it to the subhaulers. 

B. Kelly is charged with violating the Public Utilities Code 

by failing to collect transportation charges within the prescribed 

credit period as required by Item 45· of MR! 7 and by failing to pay 

subhaulers within the period prescribed by Item 94. the appliea.ble 

sections provide: 

Item 45: 'II (b) Upon talting precautions deemed by them to be 
sufficient to assure paym~t of charges within 
the credit period herein specified, carriers may 
relinquish possession of the freight in advance 
of payment of the charges thereon and may c;)Ctend 
credit in the amount of such cl1arges to debtors 
for a period not to exceed the fifteenth d~y £01-
lo~..ng the last day of the calendar month in 
which the transportation was performed ... " 

Item 94: II ••• Th~ underlY.ins carrier ~1 e;)Ctend creclit to the 
ov~rl~g carr1cr for a pCr40d not to exceed twenty 
days following the last day of the cal~d.a.r month in 
which the transportation was 'Derforxned,. .and p.::t.yrnent --
to the 'C'lderlying carrier must be made within t114e 
time ••• " 
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The manner of billing, coll~cting, and paying amounts 

due for transpOrtation on this job· is not in dispute. Shortly 

after the twentieth of each month Kelly would bill Matich for all 

work done by Kelly since the twentieth of the preceding month. 

Y~tich would then bill the entity responsible for payment, in this 

case the Dep.a.rtlllent of Public Works of the State of C8.lifornia, and 

would be paicl on or about the fifth of the mo~th following billing. 

Matich would then send each prime carrier its shAre of the amoune . 

received and the prime carrier would then pa.y the subha.ulers. For' 

example, in this ease ZXhibit 1, AttAChment A, shows that Kelly 

billed Matich in the amount of $28,244.84. Th2bill is dated 

December 30, 1968 and includes twelve working days between November 

25, 1968 and December 20, 1968. ~z. Kelly testified that he' 

received payment of this bill Jant~ry 17, 1969. ~1ibit 1, 

Attacament F, shows that Kelly issued checks to its suohaulers on 

January 17', 1969 for work performed during the time November 25, 

1968 through D2ccmber 20, 196$. It was testified that the method 

of billieg set forth above is standard practice on highway con

struction paid for by the Department of Public Works. 

For Kelly to have complied with Item 94 it would have 

had to advance some $1,800 to subhaulers to pay for work done 

between November 20 and December 1. In our opinion it is not fair 

to require Ke~J' to finance an, obligation of the Department of 

Public: Works~- . Nor should Kelly be required to collect these 

eharge3 from Matich" within the period set forth in Item 45, 8S 

Matich f s pOSition is the s.ameas Kelly's. We conclude that there 

was a technical violation of Items 45, and 94 but that no penalty 

should be ~ssessed. 

~7 AIthCUgn Matich hired Kelly ana kelly hired the subhaulers, the 
evidence shows that Matich, Kelly,. and the subhaulers looked to 
~he Department of Public Works for their compensation. 'Their 
billing was geared to the policies of the Department and' the 
timing of their payments was, dc-pendcnt upon receipt of funds from 
the Department. All parties relied on the Department as the 
ultimate source of funds and we cannot close our eyes to· the 
realities of the situation. -10-
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C. Kelly is charg~d with violating Item 94 of MRT 7 by 

failing to pay subhaulers 95 percent of the applicable min1mc.ml 

rates in that Kelly exceeded the 5 percent allowable deduction 

from subhaulers by requiring subhaulers to buy fuel from Kelly at 

an excessive markup. The staff argument is thae the cost of f~l 

to Kelly was 24.55¢ a g~llon; that Kelly 8~ld, the fuel to the sub

haulers for 30c a gallon; that' Kelly should have sold the fuel to 

the subhaulers at 24.SS¢ a gallon (with no allowance for overhead); 

and, therefore,. that Kelly obtained a rebate from the subhaulers in 

the aQount of S~C a gallon. In order for the staff to prevail the 

s:.aff :r.t:St show that Kelly required the subhaulers to buy fuel 

from it, and that Kelly charged an excessive markup. 

(1) The evidence tha.t Kelly required its subhaulers to pur-' 

ch~sc fuel exclusively from Kelly is that two subhaulers testified' 

th~t Kelly's foreman told them that they would have to, purchase 

their fuel at tbe Ogilby pit, and that one subhauler testified that 

he was told by the manager of the Richfield bulk plant in Zl Centro 

that Kelly expected, all subhaulers to purchase their fuel·a.t the 

Ogilby pit. The evidence contra is that one subhauler testified: 

tt1at he was never told that he was required to buy fuel at the 

Ogilby pit; the president of Kelly testified that he never told: any 

subhauler tha: he was required to buy fuel at the Og11by pit nor 

did he authorize ~~y person employed byhtm> or speaking on his 

behalf, to make such a statement; bills from subhaulers who, worked 

on the job showed that they purchased fuel at the Ogilby pit only 

four days out of five; and· there was no evidence, that reprisals 

were taken against any subhaulers who failed· to purchase' all their 

fuel at the Ogilby pit. 

-11-
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We f1nd',that:'the subhaulers were not required' to "buy' all 

the1r fuel requirements 'at ,the Ogilby pit. Bills 'submitted by the 

subhaulers to Kelly "sbow : that, for those subhaulers sUbmi tt:f.ng 

bills, at least twentY'J>ercent of their fuel 'requirements were 

purchased elsewhere 'than :'the 08110y p1t. There was testimony that 

some subhaule-rs'took'thetr tractors home each evening. There is 

no testimony as' to where :"tbey purchased their fuel. One subhsul." 

testified he was never 'told that he must purchase fuel at the 

Og11by pit; and'one'sald'he was told of the reQUirement by·the manager 

of the Richfield bulk . plant , certainly a roundabout method of 

coercion. Kelly;knew Within .one week of th~ start of the job th8t 

the subhaulers were ,not purchasing fuel each day at the Og11by pit. 

Yet there is no evidence that any subhauler was penalized in any 

way for failing 'to 'purchase fuel at the Og1l~ pit. 

(2) A strong factor in determining whether subhaulers were 

required to purchase fuel from Kelly is the price at which Kelly sold 

fuel. If the record showed that subhaulers were paying excessive ' 

rates for fuel then we could infer that they were be1ngcoerced into 

paying those excessive rates. However, if the rates were not 

excessive, not only would this be evidence of lack of coercion, but 

it would also show 8 failure of proof of the material allegstion in 

the Oxder Instituting Investigation that there was an "exce6sive 

markup, tT and. would be stxong eVidence that there was no' rebate. The 

purchase of a Mcessary' commodity by s subhauler from a pr1Dle carrier 

'at a reasonable price is not usually considered a reb8te.. (Re 

Clawson trueking (1963) 62 CPUC lOS, 106.) Our analysis of the 

ev1<:lenee leads us to eouc:lud.e. that KeUy' 8 rate of 30~ 8 gallon was 

not excessive. 
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Whe~her Kelly's ra~e is excessive depends not so much 

upon Kelly's costs but upon ~he eost of al~ernate fuel available 

to the subhaulers. Subhaulers are required to be ready to work 

at the beginning of the work day_ this means that their track 

must be fueled. Subhaulers mus~ also obtain fuel, as needed, 

during the working day. !here was testimony that fuel could be 

purchased for 25.4¢ a gallon at .the Richfield bulk plant at 

El Centro. two subhaulers tes·t1fied that they had. keys to operate 

the P1lmP at this bulk plant and eould have obtaineo' fuel ae the 

25 .. 4¢ price.. There was a.1so testimony that only 22 keys were 

available at the bull<. plant, that the bulk plant did DOt sell 

to any trucker who requested service, and that a trucker bad to 

establish credit in advance before being served. There was no .. 

evidenee that all of Kelly's subhaulers had keys to the bulk plant. 

pump. One subhauler testified that he had his own storage in 

Calexieo. It would be coincidence if all 18 subhaulers involved 

in this ease were among the 22 who had keys to operate the bulk 

plant pump. Other evidence of comparable prices was that fuel 

could have been purchased at Winterhaven at 26· .. 9c a gallon ane. 

that a Standard Oil station in calexico sold fuel for' 27C a 

gallon. In addition, one subh.a.uler testified that it was worth 

a 2¢ a gallon premium to have fuel available at the pit. 
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But the most important evidence is the cost of driving a 

tractor to obtain the cbeaper fuel. The eiosest point of this. 

freeway job to &1 Centro was about 15 miles; the furthest point 

was about 35 miles. For a driver to take his truck to El Cent~o 

to obtain fuel would require driving an additional 30 to 70 miles~ 

The drivers testified that their trucks got about five to seven 

miles a gallon. TJsing the s~ven mile figure it took anywhere from 

four to ten gallons of fuel just to drive into El Centro to buy 

cheaper fuel. At an average price of 26¢ a gallon the drivers 

were paying from $1.04 to $2'.,60 just to purchase fuel~ The 

drivers used an average of 70 gallons a day on this job. (Which 

would be increased if they drove to El Centro to buy fuel.) So; 

depending on the distance from their last dump to El Centro, the 

cost of fuel to drive into El Centro would add from l%¢ to ~ a 

gallon to their fuel bill. !his, of course, does not take into 

consideration any wear-and-tear on the tractor which is entailed:' 

in driving the extra 30 to· 70 miles a day. When' we add this 

average extra cost of gas of llz to ~¢ to the cost of fuel in 

El Centro (assuming a 26¢ average price) and we consider the cost 

of wear-and-tear on the tractors to drive this. additional 30 .to 

70 miles a day, it is our opinion that, as far as the subhaulers 

are concerned, the 30¢ price for a gallon of fuel at the'Ogilby 

pit was not excessive. 
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Looking at this from a slightly different viewpoint we 

can analyze the evidenee in the following manner: Atlantic 

Richfield sold fuel in El Centro at 2S.4¢ a gallon; Kelly a 

S'mall operator, cannot be expected eo meet Atlantic Richfield's 

price and, therefore, would hav~ to sell fuel at a higher priee. 

Kelly was finaneingthe subhaulers' fuel requirements for about 

SO to 60 clays. Other s.tations in the area were selling fuel at 

approxtmately 27¢ a gallon; consequently, if Kelly were to sell 

fuel in ::::1 Centro, a price of 27¢ a gallon would be fair. There 

was testimony by subhaulers that the convenience of having fuel' 

at the pit was worth at least 2¢ a gallon. If 29¢ a gallon for 

fuel sold at the Ogilby pit would undoubtedly be a fair price we 

cannot say that an additional l¢ a gallon is so great an inereas¢ 

as to persuade us that the SO¢ charge is excessive. 

t!ndings of Fact 

1. On transportation performed for Matich Corp. on December 

10, 11, and 12, 1968 the seaff assertsthae I<elly charged less 

than the applicable minimum rates in the amount of $306.71. 

Matich has already paid this amount and Kelly has agreed to distri

bute 9S percent of this amount to its subhaulers. 
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2. Transportation charges were billed and collected 8P 

follows: Shortly after the twentieth of each month Xellr would 

bill Matich for all work done by Kelly since the ewe~cieth of the 

preceding month. Matich would then bill the Dep~cment of Public 

Works of the State of california, the entity ~esponsible for 

payment, and would receive payment on or about the fifth. of the 

month following billing. Matich would .~hen send Kelly its share 

of the amount received and Kelly would then pay its subhaulers. 

This method of collection is standard pr4ctice on highway con

struction paid for by the Depar~nt: of Public Works. Kelly or 

Matich would have had to advance some $1,800 to subhaulers for 

work done in November 196& in order to have complied with the. 

minimum rate tariff item on co11~ction of charges. It is un

realistic ~o require Kelly or Matich to assume such an obligation. 

3. Kelly sold fuel to subhaulers at the Ogilby pit for 30e 

a gallon. Fuel could be purchased in El Centro at the Richfield 

bulk plant for 24.5¢ a gallon, at Winterhaven for 26.9¢ a gallon, 

and at 8. Standard station in calexico for 27¢ a gallon. 

4. Kelly did not requirc its subhaulers to purchase fuel 

exclusively from Kelly at the Ogilby pit. At least twenty percent 

of the subhaulers' fuel requirements were purchased elsewhere than 

:he Ogilby pit. Some subhaulers took th~ir tractors home each 

evening. Kelly knew within one week of the start of the job that 

the subhaulers were not . purchasing fuel each day at the Ogilby pit. 

No subhauler was penalized in any way for failing to purchase· fuel , 

at the Ogilby pit •. 
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5. Kelly's charge of 30¢ aga.llon for fuel was not ¢xcess'ive. 

Kelly's out-of-po<:ket cost of fuel was 24.55~ a gallon.. To this 

must be added the eos't of Kelly's overhead, such as repa.iring the 

purop at the fuel tank, allowance for lost and evaporated fuel, 

cost of giving credit of 30 to 50 days to subhaulers, cost of 

office expense of billing and collecting for fuel, and, an allowance 

for reasonable profit. 

6. 'I'b.e subhaulers would have had to pay a total cost of 

approxtmately 30¢ a gallon for fuel if they obtained fuel at a 

place other than the Ogilby pit. This 30~ is derived a.sfollows: 

fuel costs in the El Centro area varied from 2S.4¢ a gallon to 27~ 

a gallon during the period in question; the drive to El Centro 

to obtain this fuel would add an additional 30 to 70 miles each 

day; the tractors got about 7 miles to the gallon; and' this 

additional mileage caused general wear and tear to the tractor. 

The drivers used an average' of 70 gallons a day on the freeway 

job. The average reasonable cost of all of these expenses to 

obtain fuel in the El Centro area is approximately three cents-

a gallon Which, when added to the pump price of the fuel in the' 

:el Centro area increases the true cost of fuel in the il Centro' 

area to s'Ubhaulers to approximately 30e: a gallon. The subhaulers 

would not have driven to Winterhaven to obtain fuel. 
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The Commission concludes that: 

1. Kelly violated Items 4S ~d 94 of Minimum Rate Tariff 

No. 7 by failing to collect and pay transportation charges within 

the prescribed credit period, but such violations were technical 

in 1l4ture and were induced by the payment policy of the Depart:meD.t 

of Public v7orks. No penalty should be assessed; 

2. Kelly dic1 no~ require subhaulers to buy fuel .at '.1.n exees-. 

sive markup; 

3,. !he investigation should be discontinued_ 

IT IS ORDERED that the investigation is discontinued .. 

The effective date of this order shall be the date hereof. 

Dated at San FrtI.ne1seo ) California, this ~~dJJ.y 
of __ ' _A_U_GU_S_T __ " 1~70. 
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